An improved ␦f Monte Carlo method for the computation of neoclassical transport coefficients in stellarators is presented. Compared to the standard ␦f method without filtering, the computing time needed for the same statistical error decreases by a factor proportional to the mean free path to the power 3 / 2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various ␦f Monte Carlo methods are successfully used for modeling of neoclassical transport in tokamaks and stellarators. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] These methods solve the linearized driftkinetic equation taking into account the source term in the equation for test particle weights which evolve with time.
The original ␦f method 1 for the computation of transport coefficients, which is named below "standard ␦f method," has a good convergence for tokamaks where the variance of all transport coefficients including the bootstrap coefficient has no strong dependence on plasma collisionality. However, in stellarators, the variance of the bootstrap coefficient increases for this method as a square of the mean free path due to the accumulation of large random contributions to the test particle weights which occurs in the phase space region occupied by trapped particles. The test particle weight in the standard ␦f method coincides with test particle displacement from the original magnetic surface where transport coefficients are computed and particles with large weights correspond to trapped particles which have a finite bounce averaged radial drift velocity and, therefore, can make large radial displacements in the long mean free path regime. In order to overcome the problem of large noise in the bootstrap coefficient it has been proposed in Ref. 5 to filter out particles which acquire large weights replacing them by particles with zero weight, i.e., put the particles with large deviations from the magnetic surface back to this original surface ͑as it is also done in the original method 1 ͒ limiting the radial size of the annulus where test particles can move by the width much smaller than the trapped particle displacement during a collision time. This procedure largely improves the convergence for computing the bootstrap coefficient but also introduces some bias in the result which must be checked additionally.
In Ref. 6 a method with reduced variance which combines the standard ␦f method with an algorithm employing constant particle weights and rediscretizations of the test particle distribution in phase space has been presented. This method is formally free of bias and allows simultaneous computations of bootstrap coefficient and diffusion coefficient ͑the latter possibility is destroyed by filtering͒. There, this method has been tested in confinement regimes with negligible radial electric field. In the present work this method is described in detail and results for general confinement regimes are presented for two stellarator configurations.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II the standard ␦f method is formulated in the form of an integral equation. Being fully equivalent to the usual formulation of the ␦f Monte Carlo method, the integral formulation allows a direct use of various variance reduction methods which are usually introduced for integral equations. In Sec. III a modified ␦f method is described and it is illustrated with the numerical results for two modern stellarators in Sec. IV. A short summary of the results is given in Sec. V.
II. ␦F METHOD

A. Basic equations
Monoenergetic transport coefficients are determined by the steady state solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation for the normalized perturbation of the distribution function f ͑which is also named "marker"͒. If the total energy and the perpendicular adiabatic invariant are used as velocity space variables this equation takes the following form:
͑1͒
where V g and are guiding center drift velocity and its contravariant -component, respectively, is a flux surface label, L C is the Lorentz collision operator, and the marker f is defined through the local Maxwellian distribution function f M and the total distribution function f via
In the following it is convenient to use instead of the total energy and the perpendicular invariant the velocity module v and the pitch parameter = v ʈ / v as velocity space variables. In these variables the collision operator is given as
where l c is the mean free path, and the monoenergetic radial diffusion coefficient and the normalized bootstrap coefficient, respectively, are given by
͑5͒
Here, L is the Larmor radius in the reference magnetic field B 0 , B is the magnetic field module, and
denotes the average over the volume between neighboring flux surfaces with and being the poloidal and the toroidal angles of flux coordinates and g is the metric determinant of flux coordinates ͑ , , ͒. In the absence of a temperature gradient and a radial electric field the quantity bb is linked to the equilibrium ͑bootstrap͒ current density j ʈ and the gradient of the pressure p by bb = − ͗j ʈ Bͩ͘cٌ͉͉͗͘ dp d
͑7͒
if l c is put to a constant during the energy convolution. In the following D mono is normalized by the plateau diffusion coefficient
where is the rotational transform and R is the major radius. It should be noted that the drift motion of test particles is described exactly by the operator L D ͑which includes also the radial motion͒ in Eq. ͑1͒. As a result, L D conserves the total energy but not the kinetic energy alone. Therefore, strictly speaking, f is not monoenergetic if a radial electric field is present. However, the typical change of the kinetic energy of the test particle during a couple of collision times needed to model f is small compared to the original test particle energy if the amplitude of the magnetic field modulation on the magnetic surface is small ͑a usual argument justifying the monoenergetic approach͒. Therefore this change of the kinetic energy of test particles is ignored in the following and v is treated there as a parameter but not as an independent phase space coordinate. Also, the local approach of neoclassical theory assumes that change of the radial variable during test particle motion is negligibly small and, therefore, plays the role of a parameter. This limit can be realized with any accuracy by scaling both, the magnetic field and radial electric field with the same sufficiently large factor. Thus, despite the fact that test particle trajectories are integrated in the full ͑ , , , v , ͒ phase space, the dependence of the perturbed distribution function f on and v is treated as parametric and the set of independent variables z is reduced to ͑ , , ͒ for the solutions of kinetic Eq. ͑1͒ in the following.
B. Integral formulation of the Monte Carlo procedure
Traditionally, 7 the Monte Carlo procedure for the solution of the drift kinetic equation is introduced directly for Eq. ͑1͒ by defining a random step over test particle phase space coordinates for a small time interval ⌬t and by verifying that the Fokker-Planck equation describing test particle orbits advanced by such steps coincides with the original drift kinetic equation. At the same time, a variety of variance reduction methods developed mainly for Monte Carlo solutions of integral equations need some reformulation in order to develop an algorithm. In order to enable a direct use of these methods, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. ͑1͒ in the integral form using a Green's function G defined by
where z = ͑ , , ͒. This Green's function is normalized to 1,
Thus, a formal solution to Eq. ͑1͒ is
͑12͒
If a steady state solution is looked for, f͑t , z͒ = f͑z͒, Eq. ͑12͒ becomes an integral equation for F͑z͒ = ͓g͑z͔͒ 1/2 f͑z͒ which is given below also in operator form,
where
⌬t is the integration time step, and
The Monte Carlo operator, Z͑⌬t , z 0 ͒, is introduced as a random position of a test particle starting at z 0 after a single time step modeled in a standard way. 7 First, the particle pitch is changed randomly in accordance with L C ,
where is a random number which takes the values Ϯ1 with equal probabilities, and then an integration step of particle drift equations over the time interval ⌬t is performed. Thus, the kernel of the integral equation is given by an expectation value,
͑17͒
More precisely, Eq. ͑17͒ can be viewed as a definition of the random process Z͑⌬t , z 0 ͒ via the transition probability density K͑z , z 0 ͒ while the algorithm described in Eq. ͑16͒ defines a linear approximation in ⌬t of this random process. At this point, in addition to Z͑⌬t , z 0 ͒, random numbers z ͑k͒ ϵ͑ ͑k͒ , ͑k͒ , ͑k͒ ͒ where k =0,1,2,... are introduced via the recurrence relation ͑19͒ and the probability density ͑22͒. Various overlined quantities below are the expectation values with respect to these random numbers.
The solution of Eq. ͑13͒ by direct iterations can be presented as an expectation value of an integral along the stochastic orbit,
and the random starting point z ͑0͒ is chosen with the probability density
The averages ͑4͒ are given by expectation values as
When k⌬t exceeds a few collision times, the correlation between z ͑k͒ and w ͑0͒ is lost and, therefore, such terms in Eqs. ͑23͒ and ͑24͒ tend to zero, e.g.,
due to Liouville's theorem. The same is true also for w ͑0͒ . Thus, a finite sum over k in Eqs. ͑23͒ and ͑24͒ is sufficient.
The method of constant test particle weights described by Eqs. ͑23͒ and ͑24͒ has rather low variance for computations of D mono , however, variance of bb has a very unfavorable scaling with collisionality. Indeed, only the orbits originating in the boundary layer located in the velocity space around the trapped-passing boundary t−p which is determined by the absolute maximum of the magnetic field on the flux surface contribute to bb ͓the boundary layer has the width ⌬ ϳ͑L c / l c ͒ 1/2 , where L c =2R / is the connection length͔. This follows from the fact that the test particle weight w ͑0͒ depends on the coordinates of the starting point of the orbit but is independent of the sign of the starting pitch parameter ͑0͒ . Noticeable contributions to bb are produced by test particles only when they are traveling in the passing phase space region because in the trapped region rapid oscillations of the pitch parameter are compensated in the time integral Eq. ͑24͒. Test particles starting deeply in the trapped particle region produce almost no contribution to bb because when they reach the passing region after many oscillations in the magnetic well, probabilities to be detrapped to the copassing region with Ͼ0 and to the counter-passing region with Ͻ0 become weakly dependent on the starting point ͓and, therefore, on w ͑0͒ ͔ and are almost the same. Thus, contributions from such particles compensate for each other statistically. Similar compensation takes place also for particles starting deeply in the passing region because correlation between the sign of the pitch parameter and the starting position ͓and, therefore, the weight w ͑0͒ ͔ is quickly lost for them ͑after passing the distance l ϳ l c 1/3 L c 2/3 Ӷ l c ͒ while the amounts of particles starting from the same spatial point with Ϯ ͑0͒ are the same on average. Therefore, in the long mean free path regime only trapped particles starting from the boundary layer whose detrapping probabilities essentially depend on the starting position and passing particles from this layer whose trapping probabilities also depend on the starting position can produce on average an essential contribution to bb ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Actually, this manifests the fact that asymmetry in the passing particle distribution function is driven by the asymmetry of the boundary condition for this function at the trapped-passing boundary. Note that the contribution of a particle from the boundary layer is ⌬ times smaller than of a normal passing particle because of a higher trapping probability. Therefore, the variance of bb scales for this method as ͑l c / L c ͒ 2 in the long mean free path regime.
C. Standard ␦f method
It should be noted that the distribution of the test particles at each step remains to be the equilibrium distribution,
which is independent of the pitch parameter ͑dependence of the metric determinant g on the full set of phase space variables z is only formal here͒. Therefore, the correlation between any function of z ͑k͒ and any other function of z ͑j͒ depends only on the time interval needed for the test particle to travel from the point z ͑k͒ to z ͑j͒ , i.e., on the difference k − j, 
where w ͑j͒ = ⌬͑z ͑j͒ ͒Ϸ ͑z ͑j͒ ͒⌬t. Thus the averages ͑23͒ and ͑24͒ can be presented as
is an integral of along a stochastic orbit ͑total test particle displacement over ͒. The sum in Eq. ͑33͒ actually represents the integration formula which is linear in ⌬t for the linearized radial equation of motion ͓see the algorithm below Eq. ͑16͒, and the recurrence relation ͑19͔͒. For simplicity, the proof that W ͑k͒ corresponds to the radial displacement modeled exactly is omitted here in favor of the above argument. Nevertheless, in the computations W ͑k͒ is calculated integrating the radial equation of motion in the same manner as the rest of the drift equations, i.e., using a high order RungeKutta algorithm ͑see Sec. II A͒. Such a procedure of evaluating averages corresponds to a standard ␦f method.
1,4,5 For a tokamak, the variance of bb for this method does not scale with the collisionality, and the required CPU time scales linearly with l c / L c . However, for stellarators the variance of bb again recovers the scaling ͑l c / L c ͒ 2 because due to the nonzero bounce-averaged drift of trapped particles large contributions to W k are acquired, which scale as l c / v. These contributions are weakly correlated with the values of ͑k͒ which test particles have after detrapping. This is due to the fact that detrapping probabilities to the co-passing and to the counter-passing phase space regions weakly depend on test particle position in the magnetic well and are almost equal as long as this particle is deeply trapped. Therefore, weight generated in the phase space regions of deeply trapped particles reaches co-passing or counter-passing phase space regions with almost equal probabilities and therefore on average is compensated statistically in bb . Numerically this results in statistical compensation of large random numbers which introduces large variance in the computation. To overcome this problem in a standard ␦f method, the test particle motion is limited to an annulus, 0 − ␦ Ͻ Ͻ 0 + ␦, so that test particles which leave the annulus ͓particles with large W ͑k͒ ͔ are replaced with particles from the equilibrium distribution Eq. ͑27͒ with W ͑k͒ =0 ͑new particles are placed at the middle of the annulus͒. This means that large weights are filtered out. In order to reduce the noise effectively, the size of this annulus, ␦, should be small enough to avoid systematic errors ͑bias͒ in the result, and the annulus width should be larger than the particle displacement during a collision time. If the second condition is properly satisfied, practically no noise reduction for the bootstrap coefficient bb will be achieved. If it is not satisfied, the simultaneously computed transport coefficient D mono becomes biased, although for the computation of D mono filtering would not be necessary at all. In Ref. 5 this condition has been violated for the sake of good convergence of the bootstrap coefficient where the bias still remained small. A procedure which is formally free of such bias and which does not need additional calculations for the control of the bias is therefore of interest.
III. VARIANCE REDUCTION
For a formally "unbiased" method it is convenient to split the source in Eq. ͑13͒ into "passing" and "trapped" sources Q p = Q and Q t = Q − Q p using = 1 2 ͫ 1 + tanhͩ
where t−p is the pertinent trapped-passing boundary ͑see Fig. 2͒ , and solve the problem with each source independently. Results for transport coefficients for these two sources are added up at the end. The problem with Q p is solved with the standard method without using an annulus limiting the test particle motion. Since accumulation of large weights is avoided for this source, the convergence of the bootstrap coefficient is similar to that in a tokamak. For the treatment of the problem with Q t one should notice the following. In both formulas for the bootstrap coefficient, Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑32͒, this coefficient is defined by a 
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time average of a test particle weight multiplied with . As long as a test particle is trapped it produces practically no contribution to bb due to this averaging and the change of sign of at the reflection points. Therefore, trapped particles with large weights start to produce the noise in bb only after detrapping. On the other hand, the total weight generated by Q t in the phase space is zero. This is obvious in the case of stellarator symmetry because of Q͑−z͒ =−Q͑z͒, but this is also true in a general case for the total source Q. In the general case the average of Q t can be made zero also by redefining the function in terms of invariants of motion instead of . Particles with different signs of the weight detrapped from different magnetic wells quickly mix up in the close vicinity of the boundary layer so that each phase space volume element in this region contains both, particles with positive and negative weights if the number of test particles is large enough. The total weight in such a volume element which actually determines the distribution function being of relevance for the averages is smaller than the sum of the modulus of test particle weights contained in this element. Therefore a periodic rediscretization procedure which replaces all particles in the phase space volume element ͑"cell"͒ with fewer particles with equal weights which carry the total weight in this element would lead to a significant reduction in the test particle number. It should be noted however, that the number of cells needed for rediscretization in the 3D phase space without significant bias from the finite size of the cells must be large and usually exceeds the number of test particles. Therefore, certain time averaging is needed for an effective rediscretization procedure. In order to introduce such a procedure, the formal solution to Eq. ͑13͒ can be presented as
where F M satisfies an equation which differs from Eq. ͑13͒ only by a source term,
For this purpose, the original equation ͑13͒ is transformed to
where m is an arbitrary natural number. Averaging the r.h.s. of Eq. ͑39͒ over 1 ഛ m ഛ M yields
͑40͒
Denoting the last term in Eq. ͑40͒ with F M and substituting there F in the form of the series Eq. ͑18͒, one obtains
which is a series solution to Eq. ͑36͒. Equation ͑36͒ describes one iteration of the solution procedure which results in
with
In accordance with Eq. ͑42͒, the averages are given by
where D mono ͑i͒ and bb ͑i͒ are given by Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒, respectively, with the substitution f = g −1/2 F M ͑i͒ there and N it is the number of iterations. The first iteration is performed using a standard ␦f method advancing N test particles initially distributed according to Eq. ͑22͒ by M − 1 steps so that each of them gains the ͑random͒ weight
and the averages are estimated as an ensemble average,
͑47͒
Starting from the second iteration the algorithm with constant weights is used. For this purpose, in accordance with Eq. ͑37͒, the weight of each test particle is changed to w = W ͑M−1͒ / M where W ͑M−1͒ is its weight after the first iteration, and these particles are again advanced by M − 1 steps with these fixed weights. During each such step their weights "splitting boundary" is located at a distance ␦ =2⌬ away from the trapped-passing boundary, where ⌬ is the width of the boundary layer.
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are counted on the 3D grid in phase space producing in this way a source term Q ͑3͒ for the next iteration while the contribution to the averages is computed directly as
where i = 2 and starting positions z ͑0͒ are the final positions z ͑M−1͒ of the first iteration. Finally, for the third and all further iterations test particles are generated from the source determined on the grid. Namely, in accordance with Eq. ͑37͒, the weight scored in each grid cell during a previous iteration is divided by M thus giving w cell . Then test particles with a prescribed weight modulus w ͑0͒ are generated in grid cell centers with a probability proportional to ͉w cell ͉ / w ͑0͒ and signs of their weights w given by the sign of the pertinent w cell . The prescribed weight w ͑0͒ is different in the "trapped" and "passing" regions of the phase space separated by a splitting boundary as shown in Fig. 2 . These weights are prescribed after the second iteration as
where t denotes trapped, p denotes passing, and n split is chosen in order to make the number of test particles in both phase space regions roughly the same. In the long mean free path regime, the weight contained in the "trapped" region is large compared to the weight in the "passing" region. In addition, test particles with w ͑0͒ t which cross the splitting boundary and enter the passing region during the iteration are also split into n split particles. Since prescribed weights stay further unchanged, the total number of test particles is decreasing with iterations due to annihilation of their weights on the grid ͑see Fig. 3͒ . Despite the decreasing number of test particles, contributions to the averages from iterations i ജ 3 are also determined by Eqs. ͑48͒ and ͑49͒ with the same value of N as for the first iteration.
The number of steps M for a single iteration is chosen to be much smaller than collision time and large enough in order to fill the grid using a limited number of test particles. Since the filtering ͑limitation of test particle motion by the annulus͒ is not used in the procedure described above, the main source of the bias besides the negligible small error in the Monte Carlo operator may come from the rediscretization procedure. In order to keep this error within predefined limits, a rather large size of the grid over and was chosen, 100ϫ 100, while the size of the grid over the pitch parameter is chosen so that the grid cell width over is smaller with a certain tolerance than the diffusive change in pitch after a rediscretization time iM⌬t. Iterations are continued until no particles are left for the next iteration. Typically, this corresponds to iM⌬t equal to a few collision times ͑see Fig. 3͒ . At this point the result is fully converged, the convergence with iteration number is exponential.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
For numerical computations the code NEO-MC has been developed. In order to speed up the computations the batch system Condor is used which allows to run subsets of particles on different CPUs at the same time. Typically N =10 4 particles are started in a single subset. Each of these K subruns delivers results for the transport coefficients which have to be joined appropriately to get the final value ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The results of the sub-runs are used to estimate the variance of these final values according to 
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where A k are the results computed by the individual sub-runs and K is the standard deviation of the average over sub-runs
In Fig. 3 together with the number of test particles the sum entering the limit for bb in Eq. ͑44͒ is plotted over the number of iterations N it for a couple of sub-runs. The change of each bb value towards the end of the computation is small due to the fact that at the end of the integration path there are only few test particles remaining which deliver contributions to bb .
As a result of the described improvements of the ␦f method, the variance of this method is reduced to the scaling l c / L c as compared to the scaling ͑l c / L c ͒ 2 of the standard ␦f method without filtering for the same number of test particles N at the start of the computation. In addition, due to the decay of test particle numbers with iterations, the CPU time needed for the same number of starting particles is also reduced from the usual linear scaling, l c / L c , to the scaling ͑l c / L c ͒ 1/2 . As a result, the CPU time needed to achieve a given accuracy by the improved method scales as ͑l c / L c ͒ 3/2 . This can be seen from Fig. 5 where normalized run times are shown as functions of collisionality L c / l c . The deviations at the higher collisionalities from the expected scaling are caused by the time needed for the precomputation of the magnetic field data which makes up the major part of the total computation time there. For low collisionalities this precomputation time is negligible compared to the time needed 
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for running the particles. Such a scaling is much better than the scaling ͑l c / L c ͒ 3 of the standard ␦f method without a filter.
It should be noted, that from the viewpoint of rediscretization it would be most effective to start all particles in a single run instead of distributing them to subsets, but from a practical point of view the usage of a computer cluster as for the computations in this paper is advantageous for the total computing times as well as for estimation of variances.
Results of computations with negligible radial electric fields for the LHD-375 configuration 8 and the W7-X standard configuration 9 stay in good agreement with results of NEO-2, a field line tracing code which computes transport coefficients for zero radial electric fields in arbitrary collisionality regimes, 10 as shown in Figs. 6-9. There, 80 subruns have been used for the computations. First results of benchmarking of the computations with finite radial electric fields with other methods can be found in Ref. 11 . Those results also stay in good agreement with, e.g., DKES 12 computations.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, an improved ␦f Monte Carlo method has been developed for computation of monoenergetic neoclassical transport coefficients in stellarators. This method uses a rediscretization procedure and importance sampling in order to reduce the variance of these coefficients. As a result, the CPU time required for given accuracy of the computation of the bootstrap coefficient scales as a mean free path in power of 3 / 2. The bias introduced by this method can be limited to very low values with small cost in terms of CPU time. In addition, the method allows simultaneous computation of the bootstrap coefficient and the diffusion coefficient. The computer code using this method has been benchmarked with computations by other methods and stays in good agreement with those results.
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